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Intro
If you’re familiar with, or not interested in, a bit of context, you can skip forward to What’s in this HowTo 
for you.

Matrix: A bit of context
Simply speaking, Matrix works similar to the worldwide telephone system: being a standard, it’s not 
“owned” by any particular company or individual. This is why you can choose from:

- A variety of “phone devices”, i.e. chat software applications.
In this HowTo, to reduce complexity, we’ll only describe how to configure and use the desktop 
version of Element, the most widely spread software client for Matrix. It is available for Windows, 
Mac and Linux alike (as well as for iOS and Android phones; and as the standard web frontend, 
on many servers). Once you have successfully installed and used it, feel free to experiment with 
other software applications.

- Many “telephone providers”, i.e. organizations and individuals where you can sign up for an 
account.
You’ll find a section on how to pick your “Matrix provider”, aka “homeserver”, below.

What’s in this HowTo for you
At the end of this howto, you’ll have:

- A Matrix account of your own

- A desktop installation of Element, a great software client that implements the Matrix standard

- The “Host Leadership Practitioners” space, and all of its rooms, available in your Element 
desktop client

 Please also take note of our ⚠️ Code of Conduct at the end of this document, and if you believe you cannot adhere to it, abstain 
from joining the space.

https://matrix.org/clients/
https://matrix.org/clients/
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Step 1/3: Create a Matrix account
We will create an account for fictitious user “Robin Smith”.

You can skip this step if you already have a Matrix account - in this case, continue with Step 2/3: Be 
invited to the “Host Leadership Practitioners” space.

Pick a “homeserver” for your account
Your homeserver is similar to your telephone provider.

We recommend that you pick a homeserver that has:

1. A Privacy Policy that is published on their website

2. Rules against trolls and hate speech

3. A substantial user base

 Don’t simply pick ⚠️ matrix.org as your homeserver. It always gets suggested as the default homeserver, which means it can 
be overloaded and overcrowded, at times.

That being said, here is a choice of free homeservers that meet the above criteria:

● techsaviours.org - Register at https://chat.techsaviours.org/#/welcome
● tchncs.de - Register at https://chat.tchncs.de/#/welcome
● matrix.org - Register at https://app.element.io/#/welcome
● Want more choice? A great table of public, free homeservers can be found at 

j  oinmatrix.org/servers  . Please check the “Note” column, not all servers may be appropriate for 
you.

Hint: While these servers are totally free to use, you may consider donating to them - if you think that a 
not-for-profit, ad-free, privacy-respecting environment for conversations deserves a bit of financial 
recognition, too.

Create a Matrix account on the homeserver you’ve picked
Visit your homeserver provider in your web browser. Signup dialogs for Matrix are standardized, so 
whatever homeserver provider you have picked, the registration process will look similar to what we 
show here.

https://joinmatrix.org/servers/
https://joinmatrix.org/servers/
https://app.element.io/#/welcome
https://chat.tchncs.de/#/welcome
https://chat.techsaviours.org/#/welcome
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Find the signup link for a Matrix account, and you should be greeted by a welcome dialog like this:

Pick your preferred user interface language, at the bottom. Then press the button Create account.

In the following dialog, enter your account data:

- Host account on: This is already pre-filled with the name of your homeserver (we had picked 
techsaviours.org, your pick may have been a different one). Just leave it as is.

- Username: You may use dashes or underscores as separators, or just use your first name or any 
other name you feel comfortable with (robin, robin_smith, robin-smith, bigrobin, …). 
You can’t change that user name later, so choose wisely. While we’ll just enter the robin part 
here, our full, unique username everybody can refer to will later be 
@robin:techsaviors.org. Yours will look similar.

- Password & Confirm password: Pick a good one, minimum requirements are 15 characters, 
mixed lowercase and uppercase letters. (If you’re using a password manager, let it generate a 
secure password for you.)

- Email: Don’t use a disposable / throwaway email address, but one that you have permanent 
access to.
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Once you’re finished, press the Register button. You will be sent a verification email (If you haven’t 
received it within a minute or two, please check your spam folder. There is also a Resend it link on the 
screen dialog):

Click on the verification link in the email, to complete the registration process.In the background, the 
server will set up a few encryption details for you, then ask for your password, to log you in for the first 
time:

Enter your password, and you’ll be welcomed to your account.
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A first look, after login

Important things you’ll find here:

- Top left: your avatar / photo, in a tiny circle. Until you upload a photo or an image, that’s simply 
a green circle with the first letter of your user name. You can always click on your avatar for the 
comprehensive settings menu.

- Below your avatar: the  🏠 home button. If you ever get lost in the user interface, this button will 
take you back to the “start”.

- In the column to the right of avatar:

- The list of people you are connected with (probably empty, for now)  

- The list of rooms you are subscribed to (probably, your homeserver administration has 
already made you member of a few rooms they think you should be a member of; it is 
safe to ignore these, for now)

- Maybe the list of spaces you are subscribed to (spaces are collections of rooms; in our 
case, since Robin isn’t member of any space yet, the empty list of spaces isn’t even 
displayed)  

- Center screen: a few buttons with “calls to action” that are safe to ignore, for now.

That’s it, you now have a Matrix account on the homeserver of your choice.  The user interface of 
Element looks quite empty for now because you haven’t subscribed to anything yet.

There’s a few things that you should configure right now:

Indispensable, basic configuration settings
1. Create your Security Key (a must-have, trust us)

2. Enable the “thread” feature
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1. Create your Security Key

Why do you need a Security Key?

It enables automated backups of your conversations. Whenever you set up a software client for Matrix, 
e.g. on a new device, you can use the Security Key to

● Retrieve and view all of your previous conversations
● Prove it’s really you who logged in

Your automated backup is always encrypted, and it’s always stored on your homeserver. To obtain your 
Security Key, you simply enable automated backups:

How to get your Security Key

Click on your avatar, top left, to access the context menu and pick  🔒 Security & Privacy from it:

Scroll down to Encryption:

Under Secure Backup, press the button Set up.
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Select the option to Generate a Security Key, then press the button Continue:

You’ll be presented with your Security Key that you must copy and save in a secure place (possibly 
even print out, or write down on paper) - do not press continue before you’re sure you have saved it, 
somewhere:

You have saved your Security Key now, right?
Have you?

Are. You. Sure. You. Have?
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2. Enable the “thread” feature

Following a single thread of a conversation inside a stream of messages would be quite challenging - 
your eyes would need to sort out which messages belong to your conversation thread, and which don’t.

If you reply in thread to messages (instead of just sending another message into the room), the chat 
software can display conversation threads in a sidebar, and you can follow them separately.

To enable this feature, click on your avatar, top left, to access the context menu and pick  ⚙️ All settings 
from it:

Select  🧪 Labs and scroll down to Threads BETA.

Press Join the beta:
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That’s it. Top right, you should now see the speech bubble button that enables the thread view:
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Step 2/3: Be invited to the “Host Leadership Practitioners” 
space
Send an email to matrix@hostleadership.com, asking for an invite to the ”Host Leadership 
Practitioners” space. Mention your full Matrix username (in our example that would be 
@robin:techsaviours.org). You’ll immediately receive an automated response that acknowledges 
your request has arrived; the admins will process their inbox regularly.

Once the admins have processed your email, you’ll see an invitation to the “Host Leadership 
Practitioners” space pop up: our magenta-and-purple space icon, marked with a red exclamation 
mark:

Once you click on that icon, you’ll be able to accept the invitation:

After joining the space, you can always click on the icon of our space to see a list of available rooms.

 If you leave the space, you need to request an invitation, again.⚠️

mailto:matrix@hostleadership.com
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Step 3/3: Install Element on your desktop, and log in
Using a desktop client for your Matrix account has several advantages, the most important one 
being that you won’t have to deal with recurring requests for your login credentials, or for your Security 
Key. Your web browser may delete such configuration data when it cleans up cookies, etc. (or when a 
privacy-oriented browser plugin does so).

 This HowTo, as well as our support, is ⚠️ for the Element desktop client only. If you want to use its mobile 
version, or one of the many alternative software clients, that’s fine. Please stay aware that the admins are offring 
support for Element only. You may find others in the tech support room who happen to use your preferred, 
alternative software client. It is always a good idea to check out whether any issues that you are experiencing occur 
in Element, too; this will help others to decide whether they are able to help you.

Download and install Element
1. Download the Desktop version for your operating system from element.io/get-started#download.

2. Install it, according to the instructions given there, for your operating system.

3. Enable the “thread” feature   in the desktop client, too.

Log in to your Matrix account, from your desktop client
When you start the Element desktop client for the first time, you’ll be greeted by a login dialog that looks 
similar to this:

https://matrix.org/clients/
http://element.io/get-started#download%5D(https://element.io/get-started%23download)
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Fill in the fields as follows:

- Homeserver:  Click on Edit to specify the URL of your home server.
Usually, that URL starts with https://matrix. In our case, since our full user name is 
@robin:techsaviours.org, the URL to enter is https://matrix.techsaviours.org

- Username: Enter the short form of the user name, in our case: robin

- Password: Enter your account password

The dialog should now look similar to this:

Press the button Sign in to log into your account. Since you haven’t used the desktop client before, 
you will immediately be prompted to verify your device:

The fastest and easiest way to do that is by entering your Security Key, so press the button Verify with 
Security Key.
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You’ll be asked to enter your Security Key:

Once you’ve entered it, you’ll see a little green check mark followed by “Looks good!”. Press the button 
Continue, and if the Security Key was correct, you’ll see a confirmation that the device running the 
desktop client is now verified:

Confirm by pressing the button Done. You’re logged in now, and the user interface should look 
familiar to you, it is quite similar to the user interface in the browser.

 If you have installed the ⚠️ Element desktop client before you’ve requested / received your invite for the “Host Leadership 
Practitioners” space, you may see the invite show up in the desktop application, later. You can accept it in the desktop client as 
well, it looks the same as described under Step 2/3: Be invited to the “Host Leadership Practitioners” space.
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A few, very important hints

Our public chat rooms are neither encrypted, nor confidential
That is a deliberate design decision. We ask you not to discuss confidential matters (e.g., names of 
individuals who aren’t part of our community; company internals; etc.) in our public chat rooms.

Our chat rooms are kind of a public archive for people joining our space. If you absolutely feel the need 
to have a one-on-one conversation on confidential issues, please switch to a different, secure channel 
outside of our Matrix space.

While your one-on-one chats with other people are encrypted, we do not recommend to discuss such 
confidential matters there.

Always reply in thread to messages, don’t just send your answers
Click the speech bubble, when replying:

This way, the conversation stays available as a nice thread of messages, in the thread view. If you just 
type in and send a new message that is actually a reply to an earlier one, the main chat gets flooded 
with a river of messages that have no connection with each other, and cannot be viewed as a thread.

We’re all volunteers
The “Host Leadership Practitioners” space is run by volunteers, for volunteers. Be patient and forgiving. 
Everybody is trying to be helpful, but even in the tech support room, there is no guarantee that 
participants or admins are available 24/7.

Matrix is security-minded
You may be asked to “verify” a device (computer, smartphone, tablet) once you log in on that device for 
the first time. The same may go for logging in via a web browser, because web browsers clean up, from 
time to time, their internal data.

Most of the time, all you need is to enter your Security Key.

Matrix does not simply trust new devices, and hence does not simply copy old messages and chats over 
to a new device. It will guide you through the process of copying. Essentially, you need an already 
verified, existing device, and Matrix will show dialogs on both devices in a guided verification process. 
Just follow the instructions displayed.

Further information
● The official User Guide to Element can be found at element.io/user-guide. It covers more 

aspects than just the basics needed for participating in the “Host Leadership Practitioners” space.
● Within the “Host Leadership Practitioners” space, there is a tech support room that you can 

enter to receive or give support. The admins strive to give answers, and they always welcome 
members of our space who support others!

https://element.io/user-guide
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Our Code of Conduct
The topic of this space is the theory and practice of Host Leadership.

We keep this space friendly, respectful, and patient.

We actively welcome and support people of all backgrounds and identities. This includes, but is not 
limited to members of any race, ethnicity, culture, national origin, color, immigration status, social and 
economic class, educational level, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity and expression, age, size, 
family status, political belief, religion, and mental and physical ability.

We take care to provide resources to each other that are useful, safe to share, and on topic. Promotional 
content, as well as free and paid offers for seminars, events, etc. may only be posted in the "promotion" 
room.

Failure to adhere to this code of conduct may result in a temporary or permanent ban of the offending 
user from this space. The decision is at the sole discretion of the admins.

If you believe a user has disregarded this code of conduct please report the respective content or 
behaviors to the admins at matrix@hostleadership.com. Please include evidence, like screenshots.

mailto:matrix@hostleadership.com
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